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Low-Cost Routing in Selfish and Rational Wireless
Ad Hoc Networks
WeiZhao Wang∗ Xiang-Yang Li∗

Abstract—Numerous routing protocols have been proposed for
wireless networks. A common assumption made by the majority of
these protocols is that each wireless node will follow the prescribed
protocol without any deviation. This may not be true in practice
since wireless nodes could be owned by users who perform in their
own interests. We then have to design routing protocols that still
work properly even for networks composed of selfish nodes. In this
paper, we propose a unicast routing protocol to address this issue
under the assumption that all networking nodes are rational. Here
a node is rational if it always chooses a strategy that maximizes its
benefit.

We assume that each node has a privately known cost of relay-
ing a unit of data for other nodes. In our protocol, each wireless
node has to declare a cost for forwarding a unit of data. When a
node wants to send data to the access point, it first computes the
least cost path to the access point and then computes a payment to
each node on this path. We present a pricing mechanism such that
the profit of each relay node is maximized when it declares its true
cost. We also give a time optimal method to compute the payment
in a centralized manner. We then discuss in detail how to imple-
ment the routing protocol in the distributed manner. We conduct
extensive simulations to study the ratio of the payment by a source
node over the total cost incurred by all relay nodes.

We find that this ratio is small in practice. Our protocol works
when the wireless nodes willnot collude and we show that no truth-
ful mechanism can avoid the collusion of any pair of two nodes.
We also give truthful mechanism when a node only colludes with
its neighbors.

Index Terms— Non-cooperative computing, unicast, game the-
ory, wireless ad hoc networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless networks have become increasingly important with
the requirement for enhanced data and multimedia communica-
tions in ad hoc environments. While infrastructured networks
are common, there are a growing number of applications that
require multi-hop infrastructureless mobile wireless networks.
In a multi-hop wireless network, each wireless node can only
send signal to nodes within some transmission range.

A source node communicates with far off destinations by us-
ing intermediate nodes as relays. A common assumption made
by the majority of the wireless ad hoc routing protocols is that
each wireless node will follow the prescribed protocols with-
out any deviation, e.g., a node is always assumed to relay data
packets for other nodes if it is asked to do so by the routing
protocols. However, this may not be true in reality: the wire-
less nodes could be owned by individual users and thus they
will perform in their own interests; the wireless nodes are of-
ten powered by batteries only, thus it is not in the best inter-
est of a wireless node to always forward the data packets for
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other nodes. If a node refuses to relay the data while the rout-
ing protocol assumed that it will, the throughput of the network
may decrease and even the network connectivity may be bro-
kende facto. In other words, selfish wireless nodes may hinder
the functioning of the network completely. Thus, a stimulation
mechanism is required to encourage the users to provide service
to other nodes.

Dealing with selfish users has been well-studied in game the-
ory and economics. Recently, there have been a sequence of
results [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] published in the theoretical com-
puter science area that tried to solve various problems when the
agents are selfish and rational. Here an agent isrational if it
always chooses a strategy that maximizes its own gain. A com-
mon setting in all these results is that each agent incurs a cost
if it is selected to provide the service. For example, in wireless
networks, each node will incur an energy cost (and possibly
memory cost) when it is asked to relay the data for other nodes.
Several protocols [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] have also
been proposed recently to address the non-cooperative issue in
wireless ad hoc networks. Some protocols [7], [10], [11] pay
the relay node a virtualnuggetwhen it relays a data packet for
other nodes and charge the source nodeh nuggetswhen it initi-
ates a unicast withh-hops. However, the concept of nugget does
not reflect the actual cost of a node relaying the data packet, and
thus nodes may still refuse to relay data packets. In this paper,
we are interested in designing a routing protocol that will com-
pensate a relaying node with a monetary value that is at least its
actual cost.

We consider a set of wireless nodesV = {v0, v1, · · · , vn−1}.
Each nodevi is associated with an average costci to forward a
data packet and this cost is only known to nodevi itself. Here
the costci may also include the minimum amount of profitzi

that nodevi wants to make if it is chosen to relay packets for
other nodes. For simplicity, in this paper, we assume that the
costci is fixed and nodevi knows this monetary value. This
is also a common assumption made in all mechanism design
results [4], [6], [14] that can achieve strategyproofness. If its
cost changes, nodevi has to declare this new cost as we will
see later so its profit is maximized. Notice that our results can
be simply extended to the scenario whenci reflects the cost of
nodevi relaying data for one communication session instead of
a data packet.

We assume that, in order to stimulate cooperation among
all wireless nodes, every wireless node is willing to pay other
nodes for relaying its data to and from the access point (or other
wireless nodes in general). For simplicity, we use the access
point as the sole destination. We will use nodev0 to repre-
sent the access point of the wireless network to the wired net-



work and, in addition, the routing from each node to the ac-
cess point is connection-oriented. Our routing protocol works
as follows. First, each nodevj in the network declares a cost
dj for relaying a data packet of unit size, which could be dif-
ferent from its true costcj . Secondly, the source nodevi com-
putes the least cost path (LCP), denoted byP(vi, v0, d), from
vi to the access pointv0 according to the declared cost vector
d = (d0, d1, · · · , dn−1). After that, a paymentpj

i (d) to nodevj

is computed (either in a centralized or in a distributed way) for
every nodevj . The data is then routed along the computed LCP.
Each node on the LCP is asked to relay the data packets and is
compensated by the computed payment. Theutility or called
profit by some researchers of nodevj is uj(d) = pj

i (d) − cj if
nodevj relays data forvi; otherwise it ispj

i (d). Naturally, it
is preferred that each nodevj declares a costdj = cj (called
truthful or strategyproofin this paper). Since we assumed that
wireless nodes are selfish and rational, there is no guarantee
that any wireless node will reveal its cost truthfully unless it is
convinced that it cannot do better by declaring a different cost.
The first objective of this paper is then to design a payment
scheme such that each nodevj will always maximize its profit
when it declares its true cost, i.e.,dj = cj , no matter what
other wireless nodes do. The second objective of this paper is
to implement the protocol efficiently and truthfully.

By assuming that the nodes will not collude with each other,
we present a strategyproof pricing mechanism such that the
profit of each wireless node is maximized when it declares its
true cost. In our protocol, the payment to a nodevk on the
LCP isdk plus the difference between the cost of the least cost
path without usingvk and the cost of the least cost path. The
payment to any node not on the LCP is always0. Our protocol
does not need the routing to be performed repeatedly. To simply
our analysis, we assume that the network topology remains the
same for the period of routing of current traffic request from
a source node to the access point. Our main contributions of
this paper are follows. First, we present a centralized method
to compute the payment in timeO(n log n + m), wheren is
the number of wireless nodes, andm is the number of wireless
links. Clearly this is asymptotically optimum since we have to
spendO(n log n + m) time just to compute a least cost path
for routing. Secondly, we discuss in detail how to implement
our routing protocol in a distributed manner. Notice that it is
not straightforward that we can implement a protocol in a dis-
tributed manner, even without considering the communication
complexity. The difficulty here is how to rely on these selfish
wireless nodes totruthfully implement our protocols that will
prevent them from lying about its cost. Notice that since we pay
more than its actual cost of a node to relay the data packets, the
total payment to all nodes relaying packets is clearly at least the
same as the actual cost of the least cost path. It is easy to con-
struct a worst case example in which we could pay much more
than the actual cost. We then conduct extensive simulations to
study the ratio of the payment to all relay nodes by the source
node over the total cost incurred by all relay nodes. We studied
both the ratio averaged for all source nodes and the maximum
ratio among all source nodes. We find that these ratios are all
small when the cost of wireless nodes are randomly distributed
in an interval.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly discuss what is algorithmic mechanism design and
what is the network model used in this paper, and formally
define the problem we want to solve. We present our pricing
mechanism in Section III. We discuss in detail how to compute
the payment fast and how to compute it in a distributed manner.
In Section IV, we show that there is no pricing mechanism that
can prevent an arbitrary pair of nodes from colluding. We then
give a mechanism that can prevent the neighbors from collud-
ing with each other. We also study the case when the cost is
incurred on communication links instead of wireless nodes. We
conduct extensive simulations to show that the overpayment to
the relay nodes according to the pricing scheme is small com-
pared with the actual cost of the least cost path. We review
the priori arts on dealing with non-cooperative computing and
wireless networks in Section V. We conclude our paper in Sec-
tion VI with a discussion of possible future works.

II. T ECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES

A. Algorithmic Mechanism Design

Conventionally, in economics and mechanism design the-
ory, the scenarios in which the agents act according to their
own self-interests are modeled as follows. There aren agents
and each agenti, for i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, has some private in-
formation ti, called its type. The type ti is a node’s cost
to forward a packet in unicast scenario. All agents’ types
t = (t1, t2, · · · , tn) define a type vector, which is called the
profile. Given a reported profile, there is an output specification
O that maps each type vectort to an allowed output. For each
possible outputo agenti’s preferences are given by a valuation
functionwi that assigns a real numberwi(ti, o), which does not
depend on other agents’ types.

Given a reported profilea = (a1, · · · , an), a mecha-
nism defines anoutputO(a) and apaymentvector p(a) =
(p1(a), · · · , pn(a)), where pi = pi(a) is the money given
to each participating agenti. Agent i’s utility is ui(a) =
wi(ti,O(a)) + pi(a). By assumption of rationality, agenti al-
ways tries to maximize its utilityui(a) by choosing its action
ai. A mechanism satisfies theincentive compatibility(IC) if
each agent maximizes its utility by reporting its typeti regard-
lessof what other agents do. A mechanism satisfies theindivid-
ual rationality (IR) (or calledvoluntary participation) if each
agent’s utility of participating in the action is non-negative. A
mechanism isstrategy-proof(or called truthful) if it satisfies
both IC and IR properties.

One of the most celebrated positive results in mechanism
design is what is usually called the family of Vickrey-Clarke-
Groves (VCG) mechanisms by Vickrey [16], Clarke [17], and
Groves [18]. VCG mechanisms apply to mechanism design
maximization problems where the objective functiong(o, t) is
the sum of all agents’ valuations, i.e.,g(o, t) =

∑
i wi(ti, o),

and the set of possible outputs is assumed to be finite. This
maximization mechanism design problem is often calledutili-
tarian. A mechanismM = (O(t), p(t)) belongs to the fam-
ily of VCG mechanisms if (1) the outputo = O(t) computed
based on the type vectort maximizes the objective function
g(o, t) =

∑
i wi(ti, o), and (2) the payment to an agenti is



of formatpi(t) =
∑

j 6=i wj(tj ,O(t)) + hi(t−i). Herehi() is
an arbitrary function oft−i. Groves [18] proved that a VCG
mechanism is truthful. Green and Laffont [19] proved that, un-
der mild assumptions, VCG mechanisms are only truthful im-
plementations for utilitarian problems.

Let a−i denote the vector of strategies of all agents except
i, i.e., a−i = (a1, a2, · · · , ai−1, ai+1, · · · , an). Let a|ib =
(a1, a2, · · · , ai−1, b, ai+1, · · · , an), i.e., each agentj 6= i uses
strategyaj except that the agenti uses strategyb.

B. Network Model

We consider a setV = {v0, v1, · · · , vn−1} of n wireless
nodes. Herev0 is used to represent the access point (AP) of
the wireless network. LetG = (V,E) be the communication
graph defined byV , whereE is the set of links(vi, vj) such
that the nodevi can communicate directly with the nodevj .
We assume thatG is node bi-connected. In other words, the re-
maining graph, by removing any nodevi and its incident links
from G, is still connected. The bi-connectivity of the communi-
cation graphG will prevent the monopoly of nodes as will see
later in addition to provide fault tolerance.

In wireless networks, if two nodes cannot communicate di-
rectly, they communicate through multi-hop wireless links by
using some intermediate nodes to relay the message. Conse-
quently, each node in the wireless network also acts as a router
to forward data packets for other nodes. We assume that each
wireless nodevi has a fixed costci of relaying/sending a data
packet to any (or all) of its outgoing neighbors. This costci

is a private information, only known to nodevi. All n nodes
together define a cost vectorc = (c0, c1, · · · , cn−1), which is
the profile of the networkG. When a nodevi wants to make
a guaranteed profitzi, its declared “cost” should beci + zi. It
will be seen later that nodevi makes a profit at leastzi when it
is chosen to relay the data. In the remaining of our study, we
assume that the source node will always pay the relay nodes for
relaying its data, i.e., the source node has an infinitely large val-
uation of the data being sent to the destination. Our results can
be easily extended to deal with the case when the source node
vi has a fixed valuationbi of the data being sent to the destina-
tion. The source node chooses to send the data via relay nodes
if and only if the total payments to all these relay nodes is no
more thanbi. It is easy to show that the source node will also
be truthful aboutbi.

In this paper we restrict our attentions to a unicast between
any nodevi and the access pointv0 only. Our results can be eas-
ily extended to the routing between an arbitrary pair of source
nodevi and destination nodevj .

C. Statement of Problem

If a nodevi wants to send data to the access pointv0, typ-
ically, the least cost path (with minimum total relaying cost)
from nodevi to nodev0, denoted byP(vi, v0, c), is used to route
the packets. Consider a pathΠ(i, 0) = vrs , vrs−1 , · · · vr1 , vr0

connecting nodevi and nodev0, i.e., vrs = vi andvr0 = v0,
and nodevrj can send signal directly to nodevrj−1 . The cost

of the pathΠ(i, 0) is defined as
∑s−1

j=1 vrj , which excludes the
costs of the source node and the target node.

To stimulate cooperation among all wireless nodes, nodevi

pays some nodes of the network to forward the data to the
access point. Thus, each nodevj on the network declares a
costdj , which is its claimed cost to relay the packets. Note
that heredj could be different from its true costcj . Then
nodevi computes the least cost pathP(vi, v0, d) to connect
to the access pointv0 according to the declared cost vector
d = (d0, d1, · · · , dn−1). For each nodevj , a paymentpj

i (d)
is computed according to the declared cost vectord. Theutility
of nodevj is uj(d) = pj

i (d)− xj(i) · cj , wherexj(i) ∈ {0, 1}
indicates whethervj relays the packet forvi. We always assume
that the wireless nodes are rational: it always tries to maximize
its utility uj(d).

We assume that the costci is based on per packet or per ses-
sion, whichever is appropriate. If the cost is per packet and a
nodevi wants to sends packets to the access pointv0 in one
session, then the actual payment ofvi to a nodevk is s · pk

i for
that session.

If the payment scheme is not well-designed, a nodevj may
improve its utility by lying its cost, i.e., declares a costdj 6=
cj . The objective of this paper is then to design a payment
scheme such that each nodevj maximizes its utility as long
as it declares its true cost, i.e.,dj = cj . Using the standard
assumption from economic model, we assume that the wireless
nodes donot collude to improve their utilities. We will relax
this assumption later.

III. T HE PRICING MECHANISM

A. Payment Scheme

Assume that the nodevi has to send packets tov0 through
the relay of some other nodes. It pays these relay nodes to com-
pensate their costs for carrying the transit traffic incurred byvi.
The outputO(d) of the mechanism is the path connectingvi

andv0 with the minimum cost, which is known asP(vi, v0, d).
The payment to a nodevk is 0 if vk 6∈ P(vi, v0, d). Otherwise,
its payment ispk

i (d) = ‖P−vk
(vi, v0, d)‖−‖P(vi, v0, d)‖+dk.

HereP−vk
(vi, v0, d) denotes the least cost path between node

vi andv0 without using nodevk, and‖Π‖ denotes the total cost
of a pathΠ.

This payment falls into the VCG mechanism, so it is strategy-
proof. In other words, ifdk = ck, nodevk maximizes its utility
pk

i (d) − xk(i) · ck. Every node participating in the relay will
have anon-negativeprofit; every node that does not relay the
traffic will have profit0. Notice that when a node originally is
not chosen with its true cost, its profit will becomesnegativeif
it tries to lie its cost such that it is chosen. Clearly, to make sure
that the payment is well-defined, we need that the network is bi-
connected, i.e., the pathP−vk

(vi, v0, d) does exist. Otherwise,
nodevk can charge a monopoly price since it is a critical node
to connectvi andv0.

Designing a truthful payment scheme for unicast is straight-
forward. One of our main contributions in this paper is a time
optimal centralized method to compute the payment, which will
be described in detail in the following subsection.

B. Fast Payment Computing

Assume that the access point has collected all nodes’ costs,
and the network structureG. Then this access point can com-



pute the payment to all relay nodes in a centralized manner.
The very naive way to calculate the payment for all nodes on
P(vi, v0, d) is to calculate every node’s payment using Dijk-
stra’s algorithm. In the worst case there will beO(n) nodes on
P(vi, v0, d), so this naive algorithm will result in a time com-
plexity O(n2 log n + nm). In [20], Hershberger and Suri pro-
vided a fast payment calculation algorithm foredge weighted
graph (by assuming the edges are rational agents). Nardelli,
Proietti and Widmayer [21] studied a similar question of find-
ing the most vital node of a shortest path in an edge weighted
graph, and gave a method to do so in timeO(m+n log n). Bor-
rowing some ideas from [20], we present anO(n log n + m)
time complexity algorithm for fast payment calculation in a
node weightedgraph.

Consider a nodevk ∈ P(vi, v0, d) and we want to compute
‖P−vk

(vi, v0, d)‖. The basic idea of our algorithm is for a pair
of nodesva, vb such thatvavb ∈ G, we calculate the path
P−vk

(vi, va, d) andP−vk
(vb, v0, d) separately. Then by con-

catenatingP−vk
(vi, va, d), link vavb and P−vk

(vi, va, d) we
obtain the path with the minimum cost fromvi to v0 without
nodevk and havingvavb on it. Choosing the minimal cost path
for all edgesvavb ∈ G, we find‖P−vk

(vi, v0, d)‖. See Figure
1 for an illustration.
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Fig. 1. Computingvk-avoiding shortest path.

Algorithm 1 computes the payment for all nodes on the least
cost path. The correctness of this algorithm comes from the
following observations of the shortestvk-avoiding path.

Lemma 1:Assume that, for a nodevrl
∈ P(vi, v0, d),

P−vrl
(v,v0, d) = vl0vl1 · · · vlt−1vlt , wherevl0 = vi andvls =

v0. If vla .level ≥ l thenvlb .level ≥ l for all b > a.
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Assume that there exists
a pair of nodesa andb such thatvlb .level < l, vla .level ≥ l
andb > a. Notice thatP(vi, vlb , d) doesn’t contain nodevrl

sincevlb .level < l. Thus, replacing pathvl0vl1 · · · vlt−1vlt by
path P(vi, vlb , d) concatenated withvlb+1 · · · vlt−1vlt will re-
sult in avrl

-avoiding path with a smaller weight since the path
P(vi, vlb , d) ⊂ SPT (vi) will only use nodes with level at most
vlb .level < l, while the subpathvl0vl1 · · · vlb−1vlb uses node
vla with level at leastl. Notice thatP(vi, vlb , d) is the least cost
path connectingvi andvlb . This finishes our proof.

Lemma 2:For a nodevk such thatvk.level = l, then
P(vk, v0, d) cannot contain any relay nodevra with a < l.
Proof. Again, we prove it by contradiction. Assume there
exists a nodevk such thatvk.level = l, andP(vk, v0, d) con-
tains a nodevra with a < l. Obviously,P(vi, vk, d) contains
path vr0vr1 · · · vrl−1vrl

. For simplicity, we assume that path

Algorithm 1 Fast VCG Payment Computing

1: Find the Shortest Path Tree (SPT)SPT (vi) andSPT (vj)
rooted atvi andv0 respectively. Assume thatP(vi, v0, d) =
vr0vr1 · · · vrs−1vrs , wherevr0 = vi andvrs = v0. For a
nodevk ∈ P(vi, v0, d), let L(vk) be the cost of LCP from
vi to vk andR(vk) be the cost of LCP fromvk to v0.

2: for every nodevk in G do
3: Find a nodevrl

∈ P(vi, v0, d) such that removing node
vrl

causes that nodevk neither connects tovi nor con-
nects tovj in the treeSPT (vi).

4: Setvk.level = l.
5: Mark all nodesWHITE.
6: Mark all nodes whose level iss BLACK .
7: for l = s− 1 down to1 do
8: repeat
9: For eachWHITE nodevk whose level isl, find its

BLACK neighborva such thatda +‖P−vrl
(va, v0, d)‖

is minimized.
10: SetR−l(vk) = ca + ‖P−vrl

(va, v0, d)‖;
11: For all nodesvk with level l, find the node with mini-

mumR−l(vk). Let this node bevj . Mark vj BLACK .
12: until all nodes with levell exceptvrl

areBLACK .
13: Mark nodevrl

asBLACK .
14: For node vk with level l, find a neighborvs whose

c−l(vk) = L(vs)+R−l(vk)+ds +dk is minimized among
all neighbors with level smaller thanl. Denote such mini-
mum value asc−l(vk).

15: Among all nodes with levell, choose the nodevk whose
c−l(vk) is minimal and setc−l to this value, i.e.,c−l =
minvk.level=l c

−l(vk).
16: For each nodevrl

∈ P(vi, v0, d), wherel starts froms− 1
to 1, we use a heapH to find the path containing an edge
vavb with minimum cost such thatva.level < l < vb.level.
The heapH has nodesvavb corresponding to all such edges
vavb ∈ G. The value of a nodevavb is L(va) + R(vb) +
da + db. Find the node with the minimal value inH and
compare this value withc−l, and the minimal of these two
values is set as‖P−vrl

(vi, v0, d)‖.
17: Calculate the payment to nodevrl

as follows

prl
i = ‖P−vrl

(vi, v0, d)‖ − |P(vi, v0, d)‖+ drl

P(vi, vk, d) is composed of two subpathsvr0vr1 · · · vrl−1vrl

andP1 as shown in Figure 2.
Similarly, we assume thatP(vk, v0, d) is composed of two

subpathsP2 andvravra+1 · · · vrs−1vrs . Let P3 be the subpath
vravra+1 · · · vrl−1vrl

. It is easy to show that‖P2‖ + ‖P3‖ ≤
‖P1‖ from the property of least cost pathP(vi, vk, d), and
‖P1‖ + ‖P3‖ ≤ ‖P2‖ from the property of least cost path
P(vk, v0, d). Consequently, we have‖P3‖ ≤ 0, which is a
contradiction. This finishes our proof.

Similarly, we have
Lemma 3:Consider the pathP−vrl

(vk, v0, d). If there exists
a nodevk′ on this path withvk′ .level < vk.level, then nodevk

cannot appear onP−vrl
(vi, v0, d).

The proof of this lemma is omitted due to space limit.
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Fig. 2. Observation ofvrl -avoiding shortest path.

Lemma 3 allows us to only focus on the path connectingvk

andv0 that avoids nodesvk′ with vk′ .level < vk.level.
Now we analyze the time complexity of this algorithm. First,

the shortest path tree can be calculated inO(n log n + m),
and with the SPT it only takes us linear time to findL(vk)
and R(vk). Clearly, we can compute the level for all nodes
in timeO(n). We can calculate the valueR−l(vk) for all nodes
vk in time O(n log n + m). Assume the number of nodes
with label l is nl and nodevk ’s degree isdeg(vk), then it
will take at most

∑
vl.level=l deg(vk) + nl log nl time to find

c−l. Summing l from 1 to s − 1, the time complexity as∑
deg(vk)+

∑s−1
l=1 nl log nl < 2m+n log n. Thus, computing

R−l(vk) andc−l will take time complexity ofO(n log n + m).
The heap operations have at mostm insertions,m deletions,
andn extract-min operations, which takes timeO(m+n log n).
Overall, the time complexity is stillO(m + n log n).

C. Distributed Algorithm for Payment Calculation

Unlike wired or cellular networks, wireless ad hoc networks
are lack of a centralized authority. Thus, it is more desirable to
compute the payment in a distributed manner. Next, we discuss
how to compute the payment of a node to all the relay nodes
truthfully in a distributed manner. Assume that there is a fixed
destination nodev0. Our distributed algorithm will compute
the payment of each nodevi to all its relay nodes. The distrib-
uted algorithm has two stages. Firstly, all nodes together find
the Shortest Path Tree (SPT) rooted at nodev0. We assume
that the SPT tree does not have a loop. This step can be easily
implemented using Dijkstra’s algorithm, so we omit this one.
Assume that we already formed a shortest path treeT rooted
at nodev0, and every node knows its parent and children in
treeT . Secondly, every nodevi computes its paymentpk

i in
a distributed manner using Algorithm 2, which is based on the
algorithm presented in [22].

Whenever some entrypk
i stored at nodevi changes, the entry

pk
i is sent to all neighbors ofvi by nodevi. When the network is

static, the price entries decrease monotonically and converge to
stable values after a finite number of rounds (at mostn rounds).

D. Compute the Payment Truthfully

While it is quite obvious to conceive that the nodevi has
the incentive not to correctly calculate his paymentpk

i in the
second stage, it is not so straightforward to notice that the node
vi also has the incentive to lie about his shortest path even in
the first stage. We give an example to show that even we can
guarantee that nodevi calculates his payment truthfully in the

Algorithm 2 Distributed payment computing by a nodevi

1: Setpk
i ←∞, if vk ∈ P(vi, v0, d); otherwise,pk

i ← 0.
2: Broadcasts its entriespk

i to its neighbors.
3: while vi receives an updated price from a neighborvj do
4: if vj is the parent ofvi then
5: pk

i ← min(pk
i , pk

j ) if vk ∈ P(vi, v0, d).
6: else ifvi is the parent ofvj then
7: pk

i ← min(pk
i , pk

j + di + dj) if vk ∈ P(vi, v0, d).
8: else
9: for everyvk ∈ P(vi, v0, d), vi updatespk

i as follows.
10: if vk ∈ P(vj , v0, d) then
11: pk

i ← min(pk
i , pk

j + dj + ‖P(vj , v0, d)‖ −
‖P(vi, v0, d)‖);

12: else
13: pk

i ← min(pk
i , dk + dj + ‖P(vj , v0, d)‖ −

‖P(vi, v0, d)‖)
14: Broadcasts its entriespk

i to its neighbors.

second stage, it is not unnecessary for us to worry about nodes’
lying in the first stage. In Figure 3, the shortest path between
v0 andv1 should bev1v4v3v2v0. It is easy to calculate thatv1’s
payments to nodesv2, v3 andv4 are all exactly 2. Then the
overall payment by nodev1 is 6. If nodev1 lies that it is not a
neighbor ofv4, then its shortest path becomesv1v5v0. Now it
only needs to payv5 5 to send a packet. Thus, nodev1 benefits
by lying about its neighborhood connection information, which
consequently changes the SPT. This problem rises from the fact
that the least cost path is not necessarily the path that you pay
the least. This observation also raises the concern whether a
distributed method presented in [22] does compute the payment
correctly since a node can lie not only about its cost, but also
about its neighborhood information.
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Fig. 3. The node has the incentive to lie about his shortest path

Notice that the distributed method to compute the payment
relies on the selfish nodevi to calculate the paymentpk

i to node
vk, which cannot prevent nodevi from manipulating the cal-
culation in its favor. In [22], the authors suggested to use the
following approach: all agents are required to sign all messages
that they sent and to verify all messages that they received from
their neighbors. They claimed that their protocol can be modi-
fied so that all forms of cheating by agents are detectable. Ob-
serve that, they did not consider the possible scenario when an
agent could lie about the topology (the scenario we just dis-
cussed in previous paragraph). Notice that even using their ap-
proach, all nodes must keep a record of messages sent to and
received from its neighbors so that an audit can be performed
later if a disagreement happens.

Next, we present a new distributed method that prevents
nodes from lying about the topology, and mis-calculating the



payment, and it does not need store all messages. The nodes use
Algorithm 3 to compute the shortest distance to source and then
use Algorithm 4 to compute the payment to the relay nodes. It
is easy to verify that they are truthful and no node will lie about
its neighbor information and will follow the payment calcula-
tion procedure. For the example illustrated in Figure 3, node
v1 has to use the shortest pathv1v4v3v2v0 to compute the pay-
ment according to our new protocol since nodev4 knows the
existence of this shortest path and it will detect the lie by node
v1 if node v1 chose to use pathv1v5v0 instead. The problem
remaining is how to make it more efficient.

Algorithm 3 Truthful Distributed SPT Construction byvi

1: Every nodevi has two variables:D(vi) stores the shortest
distance tov0 andFH(vi) stores its parent on SPT. Ini-
tially, if v0 is vi’s neighbor then setD(vi) to 0 andFH(vi)
to v0; else setD(vi) to∞ andFH(vi) to NULL. Nodevi

broadcasts its information to its neighbors.
2: while vi received information from its neighborvj do
3: if D(vi) > D(vj) + cj then
4: D(vi) ← D(vj) + cj , andFH(vi) ← vj ;
5: if vi 6= FH(vj) andD(vi) + ci < D(vj); or vi =

FH(vj) andD(vi) + ci 6= D(vj) then
6: nodevi contactsvj directly using reliable and se-

cure connection, askingvj to update hisD(vj) to
D(vi) + ci andFH(vj) to vi. After the necessary
updating,vj must broadcast his information.

7: Nodevi broadcasts its information to its neighbors.

Algorithm 4 Truthful Distributed Payment Computation byvi

1: Setpk
i ←∞, if vk ∈ P(vi, v0, d); otherwise,pk

i ← 0.
2: Broadcasts its entriespk

i to its neighbors.
3: while vi received informationpk

j from its neighborvj do
4: vi updatespk

i using Algorithm 2 (steps 4-15).
5: whenpk

i changes,vi broadcasts the value ofpk
i , and the

ID of the nodepj that triggered this change.
6: if vi triggered the change for thispk

j from vj , vi recalcu-
latespk

j for vj using Algorithm 2 (steps 4-15) to verify
it. If his answer and the payment sent fromvj do not
match, nodevi then notifiesvj and other nodes. Node
vj will then be punished accordingly, e.g.,vj is dropped
from the network by all nodes.

IV. OTHER ISSUES OFPRICING MECHANISM

A. Collusion of Nodes

So far we have assumed that the wireless nodes donot col-
lude to improve their utilities. In practice, the nodes may col-
lude with each other in the hope to gain as a group. There are
several possible ways such that some nodes can collude. For
example, if two nodesvk1 andvk2 know that the removal of
them will disconnect some nodes from the access point, then
these two nodes can collude to declare arbitrarily large costs
and charge a monopoly price together. Notice that, by declar-
ing much higher costs together, one node’s utility may decrease,

but the sum of their utilities is guaranteed to increase (thus, they
share the increased utilities).

We point out here that the collusion of nodes discussed here
is different from the traditionalgroup strategyproofconcept
studied in [23], [24]. A pricing mechanism is said to be group
strategyproof in [23], [24] if any subset of agents colludes, then
each agent of this subset cannot improve its utility without de-
creasing the utility of some other agent. Clearly, this formu-
lation of group strategyproofness cannot capture the scenario
when the profit can be transferred among all colluding nodes,
which happens very often in real world. We then formally de-
fine what isk-agents strategyproofmechanism as follows.

Definition 1: A mechanism is said to bek-agents strate-
gyproof if, when any subset of agents of sizek colludes, the
overall utility of this subset is made worse off by misreporting
their types. A mechanism istrue group strategyproofif it is
k-agents strategyprooffor anyk.

Clearly, we cannot design atrue group strategyproofmech-
anism for the unicast routing problem studied here: if all nodes
but nodevi collude and declare arbitrarily high costs, then node
vi has to pay a payment arbitrarily higher than the actual pay-
ment it needs to pay if these nodes do not collude.

Directly from the incentive compatibility property, for any
truthful mechanism, we have:

Lemma 4:Assume nodevi’s valuation is of the form
wi(o, ci). For any strategyproof mechanism, if the outputo
keeps unchanged, then thepaymentandutility of nodevi do
not depend onci.

Furthermore, for any2-agents strategyproof mechanism, we
have a stronger conclusion:

Lemma 5:Suppose every nodevi’s valuation is of the form
wi(o, ci). For any2-agents strategyproof mechanism, as long
as the outputo doesn’t change, nodevi’s paymentandutility do
not depend on the profilec.
Proof. From lemma 4, we knowwi(o, ci) does not depend on
ci since we assume the outputo is not changed when nodevi de-
claresdi instead ofci. Thus, we just need to prove that its utility
doesn’t depend on any other nodes’ declared cost. We prove it
by contradiction. Assume its utilityui(d) depends on a node
vk ’s declared costdk, then there exist two numbersdk1 6= dk2

such thatui(d|kdk1) 6= ui(d|kdk2). Without loss of generality
we assume thatui(d|kdk1) > ui(d|kdk2). From lemma 4, we
haveuk(d|kdk1) = uk(d|kdk2) since outputo is not changed.
Consider the case with original profilec = d|kdk2 . Nodevi can
askvk to lie its cost todk1 , thus increasevi’s utility while keep-
ing vk ’s utility unchanged, which violates the incentive com-
patibility of 2-agents strategyproof mechanism.

In the following discussions, we restrict our attention to the
unicast scenario. Remember thatxk denotes whether a nodevk

is on the least cost path or not. LetDk
1 be the set of profiles

such thatxk = 1, i.e., nodevk is on the LCP;Dk
0 be the set

of profiles such thatxk = 0, i.e., nodevk is not on the LCP.
Clearly,Dk

1

⋃
Dk

0 comprises all possible profiles. From lemma
5, we have the following:

Lemma 6:Assume thatA is a2-agents strategyproof mech-
anism for unicast and its outputO is the LCP connecting the



source and target. For any nodevk, if xk doesn’t change, then
pk calculated byA is independent ofd.
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose nodevk ’s pay-
ment depends ond, then there exist two profiles(d|idi1) and
(d|idi2) such thatdi1 > di2 , pk(d|idi1) 6= pk(d|idi2), and
xk(d|idi1) = xk(d|idi2). There are two cases here.

Case 1:xi(d|idi1) = xi(d|idi2). Clearly, the LCP path re-
mains the same when nodevi declares costdi1 or di2 . From
Lemma 5, we havepk(d|idi1) = pk(d|idi2), which is a contra-
diction. Thus, this case is impossible.

Case 2:xi(d|idi1) 6= xi(d|idi2). Sincedi1 > di2 , this case
means that whendi = di1 , vi is not on the LCP, and when
di = di2 , vi is on the LCP. Now fixingd−i and increasing
nodevi’s declared cost fromdi2 to di1 , there must existai ∈
[di2 , di1 ] such thatvi is on LCP ifdi < ai, vi is not on LCP if
di > ai, and it is unknown whendi = ai. For nodevi, its utility
and payment do not depend on its own declared costdi. From
Lemma 5, its payment is a constantPi whendi < ai (since
the output remains the same for everydi < ai) and another
constantPi whendi > ai. From the incentive compatibility of
nodevi, we havePi − di ≥ Pi, for anydi ≤ ai, since we have
to prevent nodevi from lying its cost fromdi to a number larger
thanai. Similarly, to preventvi from lying down its cost from
a number larger thanai to adi ≤ ai, we needPi− di ≤ Pi, for
anydi ≤ ai. Thus, we havePi − Pi = ai.

Supposepk(d|idi1) = pk(d|idi2) + δ. We first consider the
caseδ < 0. Considering the graph with profilec = (d|idi1),
clearly nodevi is not on the LCP and its utility isPi. Thus, the
sum of nodevk andvi’s utility, when nodevi declares costdi1 ,
is uk(d|idi1) + ui(d|idi1) = pk(d|idi1) + Pi − xk · ck, where
xk = xk(d|idi1) = xk(d|idi2). Now consider the scenario
whenvi declares its cost asdi2 ≤ ai. The sum of nodevk and
vi’s utility becomes (sincexk remains the same)

uk(d|idi2) + ui(d|idi2)
= pk(d|idi2) + Pi − xkck − di2 ≥ pk(d|idi2) + Pi − xkck

= pk(d|idi1) + Pi − xkck − δ > uk(d|kci) + ui(d|kci)

This implies thatvi andvk can benefit together by askingvi to
lie its cost fromdi1 to di2 .

We then consider the caseδ > 0. Consider the graph with
profilec = (d|ici), whereci = ai−ε, and0 ≤ ε ≤ min{ δ

2 , ai−
di2}. Clearly nodevi is on the LCP and its utility isPi − ci.
Thus, the sum of nodevk andvi’s utility, whendi = ci, is

uk(d|ici) + ui(d|ici) = pk(d|ici) + Pi − x′kck − ci

= pk(d|idi2) + Pi − x′kck + ε,

wherex′k = xk(d|ici). Now consider the scenario whenvi

declares its cost asdi1 . Notice thatdi1 ≥ ai. The sum of node
vk andvi’s utility becomes

uk(d|idi1) + ui(d|idi1)
= pk(d|idi1) + Pi − xkck = pk(d|idi2) + Pi − xkck + δ

> pk(d|idi2) + Pi − x′kck + ε = uk(d|kci) + ui(d|kci)

The last inequality comes fromxk(d|idi1) = xk ≤ x′k =
xk(d|ici) (proof follows) andδ > ε. This implies thatvi and

vk can benefit together by askingvi to lie its cost fromai − δ
2

to di1 .
At last, we prove that when nodevi declares a costbi ∈

[di2 , ai] while d−i is fixed, xk(d|ibi) ≥ xk(d|idi1). We only
have to prove for the casexk(d|idi1) = 1 and we prove it by
contradiction. Assume that there is abi ∈ [di2 , ai] such that
xk(d|ibi) = 0. Let Π(d) be the total cost of a pathΠ under
cost profiled. Let Π1 be the least cost path connecting the
source and target using profiled|ibi. Observe thatvi ∈ Π1. By
assumption,vk 6∈ Π1. Let Π2 be the least cost path connecting
the source and target using profiled|idi2 . Remember thatvi ∈
Π2 andvk ∈ Π2. Thus,Π1 andΠ2 are different paths. From the
optimality of Π1 under cost profiled|ibi, we haveΠ1(d|ibi) <
Π2(d|ibi). From the optimality ofΠ2 under cost profiled|idi2 ,
we haveΠ1(d|idi2) > Π2(d|idi2). On the other hand,

Π1(d|ibi) = Π1(d|idi2) + bi − di2

> Π2(d|idi2) + bi − di2 = Π2(d|ibi) > Π1(d|ibi),

which is a contradiction. This finishes all our proof.

The above lemma implies that, for any2-agents strategyproof
mechanism for unicast, the payment to any nodevk, regardless
of the cost profile, is a constant as long asvk is on the LCP;
the payment to any nodevk, regardless of the cost profile, is
another constant as long asvk is not on the LCP.

Theorem 7:There is no2-agents strategyproof mechanism
for unicast problem if the output is the LCP.
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. AssumeA is a2-agents
strategyproof mechanism. From Lemma 6, we know that if
nodevk is on LCP then its payment isP , else its payment is
P . Now consider a profiled of their declared costs, andvk

in on LCP. Given a fixedd−k, there existsak > 0 such that
vk is on LCP if and only ifdk ≤ ak. It is easy to see that
ak = P−vk

(vi, v0, d) − P(vi, v0, d|k0) andP − P = ak (oth-
erwise nodevk can lie about its cost to improve its utility). In
other words,P − P = ‖P−vk

(vi, v0, d)− P(vi, v0, d|k0)‖ de-
pends ond, which is a contradiction to the requirement that both
P andP are fixed constants. This finishes our proof.

Theorem 7 relieves us from designing anyk−agents strat-
egyproof when the objective is to use the least cost path for
routing. In the following discussions, we study how to design a
truthful mechanism such that it can prevent nodes from collud-
ing with its one-hop neighbors. Notice that the VCG payment
scheme discussed in subsection III-A does not prevent a node
from colluding with its neighbors at all. It is not difficult to
construct an example such that, for a nodevk ∈ P(vi, v0, d),
the pathP−vk

(vi, v0, d) uses a nodevt that is a neighbor ofvk

andvt 6∈ P(vi, v0, d). Thenvt can lie its cost up to increase the
utility of nodevk.

Assume that nodevi pays other nodes to relay the data to
another nodevj . Let N(vk) be the set of neighbors of node
vk, including nodevk itself. Thus, to have a payment scheme
that prevents collusion between any two neighboring nodes, it
is necessary that the graph resulted by removingN(vk) still
has a path connectingvi and vj . Therefore, we assume that
graphG\N(vk) is connected for any nodevk. Similar to the
payment scheme presented in subsection III-A when nodes do



not collude, we design the following payment schemep̃ that
avoids the collusion between any two neighboring nodes. The
payment̃pk

i (d) to a nodevk is

p̃k
i (d) = ‖P−N(vk)(vi, v0, d)‖ − ‖P(vi, v0, d)‖+ xk(i) · dk,

whereP−N(vk)(vi, v0, d) is the least cost path connectingvi

andvj in graphG\N(vk) without using any node inN(vk).
Notice that the payment to a nodevk 6∈ P(vi, v0, d) could be
positive when nodevk has a neighbor onP(vi, v0, d). This is a
sharp difference to our first payment scheme based on VCG.

We then prove that the payment schemep̃ is indeed truthful.
Theorem 8:The payment schemẽp is a strategyproof mech-

anism that preventsanytwo neighboring nodes from colluding.
Proof. Clearly, each individual node will be truthful since our
mechanism belongs to the family of VCG mechanisms. Notice
for any two neighboring nodesvk andvl, their utilities can be
written as

{
uk(c) =

∑n−1
t=0 vt(o(c), ct) + h−k(c−N(vk))

ul(c) =
∑n−1

t=0 vt(o(c), ct) + h−l(c−N(vl))

Summarizing them, we get ul(c) + uk(c) =
2

∑n−1
t=0 vt(o(c), ct) + h−k(c−N(vk)) + h−l(c−N(vl)) Notice

that h−k(c−N(vk)) + h−l(c−N(vl)) doesn’t depend ondl and
dk sincevk and vl are neighbors of each other. In addition,∑

vi(o(c), ci) is maximized when they reveal their true costs.
Thus,vk andvl will maximize their total utilities by revealing
their true costs.

It is easy to show that the above payment scheme is optimum
in terms of the payment to each individual node when the output
is the least cost path. The proof is omitted due to space limit.

Furthermore, we can extend the above scheme to a more
general case when we want to prevent some groups of nodes
from colluding. Let{Q(v1), Q(v2), · · · , Q(vn)} be a set of
subsets of nodes, i.e.,Q(vk) ⊂ V . We then show how to de-
sign a truthful mechanism such that any nodevk cannot col-
lude with other nodes inQ(vk) to increase their total utilities.
For simplicity, assume thatvk ∈ Q(vk), for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. It
is easy to show that the following mechanism is truthful: 1)
the output is the least cost path connecting the sourcevi and
destinationv0; 2) the payment̃pk

i (d) to a nodevk is p̃k
i (d) =

‖P−Q(vk)(vi, v0, d)‖ − ‖P(vi, v0, d)‖+ xk(i) · dk. Obviously,
we need graphG\Q(vk) to be connected for any nodevk.

B. Link Cost Instead of Node Cost

So far, we assumed that the cost of a node forwarding data
to anyneighbor is same, i.e., the cost is incurred on each node.
However, each node could have different costs of forwarding
data to different neighbors by using power adjustment tech-
nique. Thus, we assume that each wireless nodevi has a private
typeci = (ci,0, ci,1, · · · , ci,n−1). Hereci,j is its power cost to
support the link to a nodevj . If nodevi cannot reach nodevj ,
then the power cost is assumed to be∞. Obviously,ci,i = 0.

Notice that this model of network is different from the net-
work models used by previous strategyproof pricing mecha-
nisms [4], [22] for unicast. In their models, either a link is an
agent, which has a computational power and private cost type,

or a node is an agent, which has computational power and the
private scalar cost to carry the transit traffic. In our new model
here, we treat each node as an agent and it has some private type
which is a vector. The valuation of a node issolelydetermined
by which incident link is used in the optimal solution. Specif-
ically, given an output (a pathvis

, vis−1 , · · · vi1 , vi0 connecting
nodevi to v0, wherevi = vis andv0 = vi0 ), the valuation
wik(cik , o) of the nodevik

is −cik,ik−1 . Given the declared
types by all wireless nodes, the mechanism will compute a path
that maximizes the valuation of all nodes, and a pricing scheme
p that is strategyproof.

The strategyproof pricing mechanism works as follows.
First, each nodevi declares its cost vectordi, which is an-
ary vector itself. We then define adirected and weighted
graphG = (Q, E, W ), where the weight of a directed link
vivj is di,j . A least cost directed pathP(vi, v0, d) is com-
puted to connectvi to v0, which is the output. Letxk,j(d, i, 0)
be the indicator of whether a directed linkvkvj is on the
directed path fromvi to v0. The paymentpk

i (d) to node
vk is

∑
j xk,j(d, i, 0)dk,j + ∆i,k. Here ∆i,k is the im-

provement of the least cost path fromvi to the access point
due to the existence of nodevk. In other words,∆i,k =∑

r,j xr,j(d|k∞, i, 0)dr,j −
∑

r,j xr,j(d, i, 0)dr,j . Notice, to
calculate the least costvk-avoiding-path, we setdk,j = ∞ for
each nodevj .

It is not difficult to show that, under the above payment
model, every node (except the source node) could not lie about
its cost vector to improve its profit. We assume that the source
node will not lie about its cost vector. Then the above payment
scheme is truthful. We can show that the fast payment scheme
based on Algorithm 1 can be modified to compute the payment
in time O(n log n + m) when each node is an agent in a link-
weighted directed network. Notice that, in this network model,
the source node could lie about its cost vector such that its total
payment to all relay nodes will decrease.

C. Ratio of Total Payment Over Total Cost of the Path

Clearly, nodevi pays each node onP(vi, v0, c) more than its
actual cost to make sure that it will not lie about its cost. The
overpaid value is the improvement of the least cost path due to
the existence of nodevk. It is not difficult to construct a net-
work example such that the over-payment of a nodevi could be
arbitrarily large. But on the other hand, when we conducted ex-
tensive simulations to study the amount of overpayment when
the cost of each node is chosen independently and uniformly
from a range and the network topology is a random graph, the
result shows that the large overpayment usually won’t happen
in the real world.

Letpi =
∑

vk∈P(vi,v0,c) pk
i (c), i.e., the total payment of node

vi to the relay nodes. The metrics of the overpayment used in
our simulations areTotal Overpayment Ratio(TOR),Individual
Overpayment Ratio(IOR), andWorst Overpayment Ratio. The
TOR of a graph is defined as

∑
i pi/

∑
i ‖P(vi, v0, c)‖, i.e., the

total payment of all nodes over the total cost of all LCPs. The
IOR of a graph is defined as1n

∑
i

pi

‖P(vi,v0,c)‖ , i.e., the average
overpayment ratio over alln nodes. The worst overpayment
ratio is defined asmaxi

pi

‖P(vi,v0,c)‖ , i.e., the maximum over-
payment ratio over alln nodes. We found that the IOR and



TOR are almost the same in all our simulations and they take
values around1.5. In all our simulations, the average and the
maximum are taken over100 random instances.

In the first simulation, we randomly generaten nodes uni-
formly in a 2000m × 2000m region. The transmission range
of each node is set as300m. The cost of each nodevi to for-
ward a packet to any neighbor isc1 + c2 · rκ, wherer is fixed at
300. Here random numberc1 takes value from300 to 500 and
c2 takes a random value from10 to 50. The ranges ofc1 and
c2 we used here reflect the actual power cost in one second of a
node to send data at2Mbps rate. The number of nodes in our
simulations varies among100, 150, 200, · · · , 500. We choose
two differentκ values2 and2.5. Figure 4 (a) illustrates the
difference between IOR and TOR when graph model is UDG
andκ = 2. We found that these two metrics are almost the
same and both of them are stable when the number of nodes in-
creases. Figure 4 (d) illustrates the overpayment respecting to
the hop distance to the source node. The average overpayment
ratio of node stays almost stable regardless of the hop distance
to the source. The maximum overpayment ratio decreases when
the hop distance increases, which is because large hop distance
to the source node will smooth off the oscillation of the relay
costs’ difference: for a node closer to the access point, the sec-
ond shortest path could be much larger than the shortest path,
which in turn incurs large overpayment; for a node far away
from the access point, the second shortest path has total cost
almost the same as the shortest path, which in turn incurs small
overpayment. Keep in mind that the payment indeed increases
when the hop distance to the source increases. Figure 4 (b) and
(c) illustrate the overpayment for UDG graph whenκ = 2 and
κ = 2.5 respectively.

In our second simulations, we study the performance of our
payment methods when each individual nodes have different
transmission ranges instead of the same transmission ranges
studied before. The costci of a nodevi to send a packet to
its neighbors isc1 + c2‖ri‖κ. Here the transmission rangeri of
nodei takes a random value from[100, 500]. Figure 4 (e) and
(f) illustrate the overpayment for random networks whenκ = 2
andκ = 2.5 respectively. Similar observations were obtained
for these simulations.

D. Other Issues about the Pricing Mechanism

Other possible attacks: There are some other attacks possi-
ble to the scheme. A source node may refuse to pay by claiming
that he is not the source of the communication and thus should
not pay for it. To counter this attack, we require that each node
sign the message when it initiates the message, the relay nodes
will verify the signature.

Another possible attack isfree riding: a relay nodevk on the
routeP(vi, v0, c) may attempt to piggyback data on the packets
sent between the initiatorvi with the goal of not having to pay
for the communications to nodev0. To counter this attack, the
initiator vi pays the relay nodevk only when it receives a signed
acknowledgment from the access pointv0.

Where to pay: We briefly discuss how the payment is
charged. All payment transactions are conducted at the access
point v0. Each nodevi has a secure account at nodev0. There
are two scenarios here. First scenario is that the access point

v0 receives a data fromvi. Nodev0 verifies the truthfulness
of the source and then pays each nodevk on the LCPpk

i and
charges that from nodevi. The second scenario is that a node
vi retrieves data from nodev0. A relay nodevk on the LCP will
send a signed acknowledgment after relaying the data to the
next hopvj . The acknowledgment tov0 by vk includes the au-
thentication fromvj thatvk does send data tovj . Nodev0 then
pays nodevk and charges nodevi accordingly after receiving
this signed acknowledgment.

A better way to prevent these attacks described before may
be to combine the efficient pricing mechanism presented here
with the payment management method presented by Jacobsson
[8], which we leave as a future work.

Mobility and dynamic cost: Our protocols assumed that the
network topology does not change for the period time of com-
puting the least cost path, computing the payment, and routing
packets from the source to the access point. When wireless
nodes move, the above protocol still works as long as the net-
work topology does not change. When the mobility triggers the
change of the network topology, our protocol has to update the
path, and the payment calculated accordingly. A node will be
compensated for only the portion of the traffic it relayed.

For simplicity, we assumed that the cost of each node is fixed
for the moment. When the cost of a node changes, the node has
to declare its new cost. This will trigger the change of the least
cost paths and consequently the payment to nodes in the net-
work. The cost could change due to its battery power changes,
the competition among other nodes changes, and so on.

So far, we only concentrate on one session of routing. For
the successive sessions, the source node and the access point
already know the “actual” cost of all relay nodes. It is natural
to ask how much we should pay the relay nodes for later ses-
sions now? One may think that we could pay these nodes their
declared costs now. It is not difficult to construct an example
such that this simple mechanism is not truthful: a relay node
could misreport its cost initially; although its payment for the
first session could decrease, but the gain in later sessions is large
enough to cover this initial loss. We actually can prove that for
successive sessions the source node still has to pay the relay
nodes based on the payment scheme described before. The re-
sult is omitted here due to space limit. Notice that another rea-
son we could not pay a relay nodevk its declared costdk is that
nodevk could simply refuse to relay since it gains nothing by
relaying.

Resale the path: Another possible collusion happens after
the payment is calculated and during the process of actually
routing the packets. Letpi =

∑n−1
k=0 pk

i , i.e., the total payment
of nodevi to all relay nodes on the least cost pathP(vi, v0, c).
Assume thatpi > pj + max(pj

i , cj) for some neighborvj of
vi. Notice thatmax(pj

i , cj) = xj(i)p
j
i + (1 − xj(i))cj since

if vj is on LCPP(vi, v0, c), thenpj
i ≥ cj andpj

i = 0 < cj

otherwise. Herexj(i) is the indicator function whether node
vj is on P(vi, v0, c). Then,vi andvj can collude in favor of
them as follows: (1)vj sends the data packets forvi andvj

pays all relay nodes on pathP(vi, v0, c); (2) vi paysvj the cost
pj + max(pj

i , cj), which covers the payment byvj ; (3) vi and
vj split the differencepi − (pj + max(pj

i , cj)), which is the
saving of nodevi from colluding with nodevj . Notice that it
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Fig. 4. Overpayment ratios IOR, TOR and the worst ratio for UDG and random graphs.

is possible thatpi > pj + max(pj
i , cj) for some neighborvj of

vi. Figure 5 illustrates such an example of such collusion. It
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Fig. 5. An example of wireless network and the node cost. The directed links
form the shortest path tree fromv0 to everyvi.

is easy to compute thatp8 = 20, p4 = 6 andp4
8 = 0. Notice

c4 = 5. Thus,v8 can askv4 to forward the data packets using
its LCP tov0. Nodev8 pays nodev4 a price6+5 = 11 to cover
its paymentp4 and its costc4, and half of the savings, which is
4.5. Thus, the total payment of nodev8 is only15.5 now, which
is less thanp8 and nodev4 also increases its utility from0 to
4.5. Currently, we are not aware of any method that can prevent
this from happening. We may argue, on the other side, that it
may be not necessary to prevent this from happening since this
actually encourages some kind of cooperations among nodes.

V. RELATED WORK

Routing has been part of the algorithmic mechanism-
design from the beginning. Nisan and Ronen [4] provided a
polynomial-time strategyproof mechanism for optimal route se-
lection in a centralized computational model. In their formula-
tion, each edgee of the graph is an agent and has a private cost

ce of sending a unit data along this edge. Their payment scheme
falls into the family of VCG mechanisms. Feigenbaumet. al
[22] then addressed the truthful low cost routing in a different
network model. They assumed that each nodek incurs a transit
costck for each transit packet it carries. Their payment scheme
again is also a VCG mechanism. They also gave a distributed
method such that each nodei can compute the payment to node
k for carrying the transit traffic from nodei to nodej if nodek
is on the LCP fromi to j. Since the mechanism is truthful, any
node cannot lie its cost to improve its profit in their distributed
algorithm. However, as they pointed out [22], it is unclear how
to prevent these selfish nodes from running a different algo-
rithms in computing a payment that is more favorable to them-
selves since we have to rely on these nodes to run the distributed
algorithm, although we know that the nodes will input their true
values. Anderegg and Eidenbenz [25] recently proposed a rout-
ing protocol for wireless ad hoc networks based on the VCG
mechanism. They assumed that each node is a selfish agent,
and incurs a privately known cost when communicating with a
neighbor. In their model, the cost from a nodev to a nodeu
may be different from the cost from nodeu to a nodev, i.e.,
being asymmetric. They did not consider how to compute the
payment efficiently. Moreover, we can show that the distributed
implementation, which computes the payment defined by VCG
mechanisms, does not work when the underlying network is a
directed graph.

Some researchers use totally different methods to deal with
selfish wireless networks. We briefly review some of them as
follows. Marti et al. [9] proposed a scheme based on credi-
bility of nodes. They call a nodemisbehavingif it originally
agrees to relay traffic but does not actually. The routing pro-



tocol will avoid using these misbehaving nodes. Buttyanet al.
[7], [8], [11], [10] presented a sequence of methods to stimulate
cooperation among nodes and to prevent nodes from overload-
ing the network. A key idea behind their protocols is that we
should compensate nodes providing a service, and charge nodes
receiving a service. In their protocols, each node maintains a
counter, callednuglet counter, in a tamper resistant hardware
module. The value of nuglet always remains positive. When
a node sends packets to other node, it pays each relay node1
nuglet, and its nuglet counter is decreased by the hops of the
path used. These approaches can be viewed as a fixed price
payment. Srinivasanet al. [12] proposed two acceptance algo-
rithms, which are used by each wireless node to decide whether
to relay the traffic for other node. The methods work per ses-
sion basis. These methods try to balance the energy consumed
by a node for relaying with energy consumed by other nodes
in relaying its traffic. In [13], Srinivasanet al. proposed an
acceptance algorithm called GTFT and they proved that GTFT
results in Nash equilibrium. They assumed that each path isl
hops long and thel relay nodes are chosen with equal proba-
bility from the remainingn − 1 nodes. Salemet al. [26] pre-
sented a charging and rewarding scheme for packet forwarding
in multi-hop cellular networks. In their network model, there
is a base-station to forward the packets. They use symmetric
cryptography to cope with the lying. To counter several pos-
sible attacks, it pre-charges some nodes and then refunds them
only if a proper acknowledgment is received.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we gave a strategyproof pricing mechanism that
stimulates cooperation for unicast among wireless ad hoc net-
works. In our strategyproof scheme, each nodevk first declares
its cost of relaying data for other nodes; every nodevi then
computes the least cost path to the access pointv0; a payment
is also computed for each relay node on the least cost path.
We presented the first centralized algorithm with optimal time-
complexity to compute such payment. We also discussed in
detail how to implement this scheme on each selfish node in
a distributed manner. We showed that although each node is
selfish, the proposed scheme guarantees that each node will de-
clare its true cost and also follow the designed protocol. As
all truthful mechanisms, the proposed scheme pays each relay
node more than its declared cost to prevent it from lying. We
conducted extensive simulations and found that practically the
overpayment is small when the cost of each node is a random
value between some range.

Our protocol assumes that nodes will not collude. We
showed thatno truthful mechanism can prevent all pairs of
nodes from colluding to improve their utilities. We designed a
truthful payment scheme that can prevent nodes from colluding
with its neighbors. Our payment scheme is optimum in terms
of the individual payment.

In this paper, we assumed that the cost of a node is fixed (at
least for one communicating session). In practice, the cost of
a node may be dynamic, e.g., it may depend on other ongoing
traffics, depend on its remaining battery power, or even depend
on the competition by other nodes. A successful study of the
static cost model will pave a way for studying the dynamic cost

model. We leave designing payment schemes for dynamic cost
model as a future work.
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